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Macroecology and invasion biology
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Processes that underlie large-scale patterns in nature 
[McGill 2018]

Global databases for alien taxa
e.g.  vascular plants, mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians, freshwater fishes, 

ants and spiders [Dawson et al. 2017]
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The Global Database of Alien Pathogenic Fungi

First comprehensive global data compilation on alien pathogenic fungi
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Functional traits of alien fungi? 

Fig 4.  Variable importance for classification (Random Forest) the 
of invasive species. 

Predicting invasion success of forest pathogenic fungi from species 
traits
Philibert et al. (2011) Journal of Applied Ecology. 

 mode of reproduction (asexual, sexual, both)
 spore shape and size, number of cells in spores, 
 optimal growth temperature 
 parasitic specialization (host range and infected organs)
 Long-distance dispersal

Certain traits as useful predictors of invasion success in 
forest pathogenic fungi alien to Europe!

Generalizability?



MEC-4 Project

Research question
Which functional traits favor introduction and invasiveness of 
fungal pathogens? 

Do findings from continental studies hold true on a global scale? 630 resolved 
pathogenic 

taxa

~100 focal taxa
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Tasks
- Completing trait data – focus a subset of traits
- Some simple descriptive analyses 
- Eventually more in depth analyses relating traits to invasiveness or 

introduction numbers (e.g. classification trees)
- Comparison with available literature/regional studies 

(e.g. Philibert et al. 2011)

Sunburst plot depicting taxonomic distribution 
of fungal taxa currently included in the database.
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